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Goal-System Consultants Inc. (GSC) has been supporting TOC implementation at many 

manufacturing companies in Japan, such as Hitachi Tool Engineering (introduced by Dr. 

Goldratt in “Standing on the Shoulders of Giants”), Olympus, Canon and Mazda. We have 

now developed a new implementation method and supporting software in TOC sales and 

marketing area. Currently, we are implementing this method at some clients and seeing 

results. In this presentation, we introduce 3 tools developed for answering 3 questions with 

implementation method. 

 

In sales & marketing field, we think the followings are the 3 major problems: 

1. Do you have a difficulty in selling a competitive product? For instance, certain products, 

only a specific sales person can sell them utilizing solution-selling, and you are 

experiencing variation in ability of sales person. 

In such a case, URO can be developed utilizing TOC Thinking Process, but it’s not easy 

for a sales person to use daily. Is there a more simple way which can be used by sales 

person? 

2. Do you have difficulties in setting target customer, or in supporting some sales persons 

to change slow progress in sales process at some opportunities? 

S&T Tree (detailed to level 5) defines segmentation and targeting, but more detail is 

needed for actual execution. Is there a way for standardized targeting method 

applicable to many companies? 

3. It’s difficult to pursue many opportunities with limited number of sales people. However, 

we experience a period with low demand in market, which makes it difficult to justify 

new hiring. Do you have a difficulty in such variation? 

S&T Tree (detailed to level 5) define the development of DBR-based sales process, but 

we need more detail. 

 

Now we introduce new 3 solutions for these problems in sales and marketing area: 

1. If you can organize the method of high-skilled sales person and use it for training, do 



you think we can reduce variation in solution-selling ability? “Mafia Offer Sheet” is one 

A3-sheet with the solution-selling method based on 6 Layers of Resistance. 

2. If you can share the results of meeting with customers quickly, do you think we can 

realize team-based sales and increase orders? The process of determining marketing 

strategy with repeated hypothesis testing cycles, and “status sharing sheet” for sharing 

current sales status quickly with managers are the solution. 

3. If a manager clearly knows which opportunity should be checked with less variation in 

number of opportunities, do you think we can realize efficient sales management? 

“Sales Buffer Chart” gives clear priority of opportunities. 

 

We developed innovating implementation method (8 month period) utilizing these 3 tools, 

and cloud-based software “Sales Buffer Manager” to support implementation. 

 

This program was developed from experience of implementing URO and S&T Tree detailed 

to level 5 (sales and marketing) at many companies. We implemented URO at Hitachi Tool 

Engineering for utilizing the ability of short lead time achieved by TOC/DBR within a year 

(1/4 of the original), and actually got a good result. After that, we implemented the method 

at other companies, but we experienced variation of results. So all of the consultants in 

GSC gathered and developed new implementation method clarifying what to change, what 

to change to and how to cause the change in implementation based on S&T Tree (detailed to 

level 5), with LAMDA process used in Lean Product Development. We can call this method 

as “S&T Tree detailed to level 6 (sales and marketing).” 

In developing this method, we intended realistic and achievable in short period, referring to 

sales and marketing theories such as “Crossing the Chasm” by Moore, “The lean startup” 

by Ries, “SPIN Selling” by Rackham, and ”The new Strategic Selling” by Miller. 

 

We expect following 3 questions at the end of this presentation: 

1. How long does it take for implementation with detailed steps? 

2. What’s the detailed procedure in making mafia offer sheet? 

3. What’s the function of “Sales Buffer Manager”? 


